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Make the connection
ACO Building Drainage manufactures high quality
drainage systems which deliver the level of
performance you would expect from one of the
world’s leading commercial drainage specialists.
Known for our class-leading gully and channel
systems, we also offer a comprehensive pipe range
of the same high quality.
Make the Connection between ACO Building
Drainage and stainless steel pipe, and you get access
to pipe products in sizes ranging from 50mm to
250mm, more than 2,000 accessories, stock levels
which mean we can normally deliver immediately
upon receipt of order and market-leading customer
service. That’s why we’re inviting you to ‘Make the
Connection’ between pipe and ACO Building
Drainage.

Manufactured to the very highest standards at our UK production site in
Bedford and our state-of-the-art pipe plant in the Czech Republic.

Optimal Hygiene
Reduced incidence of risk from bacteria and
microbial growth due to the products
inherent cleanability.

Aesthetics
A modern design finish that looks
good in both traditional and
contemporary environments.

Service & Support
The support of our team of in-house
design and specification experts.
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PIPE

SOLUTIONS

Whether you’re a public health engineer,
an M&E contractor, an architect or a
distributor, the ACO PIPE® range
comprises market-leading products and
comes complete with excellent
customer service including access
to our own in-house design and
specification team.
As the modern alternative to more
traditional materials, stainless steel pipe
systems also provide a wider range of
features and benefits for key groups
within the construction sector.

Public Health Engineers
Superior hygienic performance

Architects
Aesthetic qualities

M&E Contractors
Ease of installation

Distributors
Complete and comprehensive system
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PIPE

STEEL

Key benefits include:
A Comprehensive & Complete System
Full compatibility with other ACO gully and
channel systems as well as those offered by
other manufacturers.

Easy Installation
Lower weight than traditional materials for ease of
installation, minimal use of handling equipment and
reduced risk to installer health and safety when working
on-site at height or in confined spaces.
Performance & Durability
Superior joint integrity, fully EN1124 compliant and
an estimated product life of at least 50 years.
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PIPE

SECTORS

Suitable for a wide range of
applications including commercial
offices, transport infrastructure
projects, education, food production
facilities and even ship building,
ACO PIPE® is used across every part
of the construction industry.
It’s particularly relevant to the food
processing and healthcare industries
where hygiene is a specific
performance requirement.
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PIPE

SYSTEMS

ACO PIPE® products are fully
compatible with other ACO
stainless steel systems including
our class-leading Modular 125
system, gullies, engineered
solutions and kitchen channel
range. So the end user always gets
the best, high performance, long
term solution.

For more information and details of how to
Make the Connection with ACO Building
Drainage visit:

www.maketheconnection.today
or call us on 01462 816666
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